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About us
Hackney Senior is produced as part of Connect
Hackney – one of 14 programmes in England
funded through the National Lottery Community
Fund’s Ageing Better programme.
Connect Hackney commissions services and social
activities from local charities and community
organisations for residents aged 50+. The services
and activities are provided to help older people
stay connected and active and lead fulfilling lives.
Find out more at: www.connecthackney.org.uk
Thank you! With thanks to everyone who
contributed to this edition of Hackney Senior.
If you, or someone you know, would like to be
added to our mailing list to receive Hackney
Senior for FREE, please email your name and
address to: zelina@connecthackney.org.uk or
call her on 07958 168 893.
Tell your story
If you have a story to tell, e: matt@
connecthackney.org.uk or send by post to
Matt Bray
Connect Hackney
The Adiaha Antigha Centre
24 – 30 Dalston Lane
London, E8 3AZ

All articles represent the views of their authors and not
necessarily those of Connect Hackney or its partners.

Lunch Clubs
Hackney
Hackney Lunch Clubs serve the diverse
communities in Hackney by providing
lunches for older people by (subject to social
distancing restrictions) providing leisure and
health activities, regular meeting places and
opportunities to make new friends.
Whilst some Hackney Lunch Clubs are tailored
to meet the needs of specific Ethnically Diverse
communities, all lunch clubs are open to all
Hackney residents aged 55 and over, irrespective
of gender, sexual orientation, faith or religion, and
residents are free to choose whichever club they
feel best meets their individual needs.
As well as hot lunches cooked on the premises,
the lunch clubs provide health and wellbeing
classes and awareness sessions on a host of topics
that benefit their members.
To find out about more about Hackney’s lunch
clubs please contact the coordinator: Suj Ahmed:
07983 169921, suj@hcvs.org.uk
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MEMORIES OF A TRIP TO
WALSINGHAM IN NORFOLK
by Margaret Smith
With the Covid restrictions that were in place, I like most people did not take a foreign holiday last year. In
this article I look back fondly on a day trip holiday that my mum and I took in England in 2019.
My mum and I went on a coach
trip to Walsingham in Norfolk.
The trip was organised by our
local church St Michaels of
Wood Green.
The village of Walsingham has
had a long history of religious
pilgrims visiting it. In 1061 as
the Walsingham legend goes,
the Anglo Saxon noblewoman
Richeldis de Faverches had a
vision of the Virgin Mary. In the
vision she was told to build a
copy of the house of the holy
Family in Nazareth to honour the
Annunciation. There are 2 shrines
in the village of Walsingham
today, the Anglican shrine and
the Catholic shrine.
On its way to Walsingham
having reached the M11
motorway, the coach made its
way through Cambridgeshire.
I was born in the town of Ely
in Cambridgeshire which is
famous for its beautiful Medieval
cathedral. We passed Ely and
continued northwards on our
way to Norfolk. My fiancé was
born in Norfolk as were both his
parents. I really love the Norfolk
countryside with its stunning
greenery.
Our church trip was to the
Anglican shrine. In the
shrine grounds there is a
real atmosphere of holiness
and peace and it is a place of
sanctuary. On the day we went,
we attended a mass in the shrine
grounds at 12 noon. At 2.30pm
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there was a sermon followed by
sprinkling and laying on of hands
and benediction. I can remember
there must have been about
14 or more vicars celebrating
the mass.
My mum and I spent most of the
day in the shrine grounds and
we brought our own packed
lunch. We took a walk outside
the grounds to the gift shop
where I bought a printed mug. I
also went into one of the nearby
coffee shops to buy a sandwich.
The architecture of the buildings
in Walsingham is really beautiful,
for example there are many
medieval timber framed houses

giving a feeling of days gone by.
My mum and I had a thoroughly
enjoyable day trip and we would
both very much like to revisit
Walsingham. We both went on
holiday to Lourdes in South
West France about 6 years ago. I
am quite a spiritual person and
I am keen to visit other sites of
religious pilgrimage in UK. Places
I have thought about going to
on holiday are the holy island of
Lindisfarne, or a trip to Cornwall
taking in St Michaels Mount or
I would like to visit some of the
famous cathedrals for example
Winchester, Canterbury or
Durham Cathedrals as well.

Book Review
by Elizabeth Galloway

A Cupboard Full of Coats,
by Yvette Edwards

Jinx is a lonely, angry unhappy
young lady. She has no love in
her life - her husband left taking
her son with him - as she is
unable to either give or receive
love. Furthermore, she doesn’t
want to get too close to anyone,
in case they find out that she has
a dreadful secret that she has
kept hidden for the last 14 years.
In her mind if anyone found out
about her secret - she killed her
mother - they would reject her
as the monster she thinks she is.
So imagine her surprise when on
a cold wet Friday evening, she
opens the front door to find one
of the conspirators from the past
standing there, looking as if his
last visit was yesterday.
She opens the door wider and
Lemon, her mother’s old friend,
walks in.

She had not seen him since the
funeral. She felt the fear rising
in her. Had he come to confront
her, get her to confess her crime?
The last thing she wanted was to
talk about that long ago evening,
when her mother was murdered.

9am-5pm and Sundays 1-5 – call
020 8356 8935.
Hackney Central
Order and collect, bookable PC
use and study space. Monday to
Thursday 9am-8pm and Fridays
9-6pm – call 020 8356 2513.

Too much pain and blame had
passed under that bridge.

Homerton

However, that weekend saved
Jinx’s life. Over that weekend
Lemon cooked delicious food that
reminded Jinx of her mother’s
dinners. Played the music they
listened to back then. He told her
his and Berris’ story growing up
on the island. The sounds, tastes
and smells rekindled memories of
that last year of her mother’s life
she thought were forgotten. She
found out some deeply hidden
secrets and some painful truths,
things that would finally set
her free.

Hackney Libraries
current opening hours
Clapton
Order and collect, bookable
PC use, browsing and study
space. Mondays, Tuesdays and
Thursdays 10am-8pm, Fridays
10-6 and Saturdays 10am-5pm –
call 020 8356 7480.
Dalston C.L.R James
Order and collect, bookable PC
use, browsing and study space.
Monday to Thursday 9am-8pm,
Fridays 9am-6pm, Saturdays

Order and collect, bookable
PC use, browsing and study
space. Mondays, Tuesdays and
Thursdays 10am-8pm, Fridays
10-6 – call 020 8356 1066.
Shoreditch
Order and collect, bookable PC
use, browsing and study space.
Tuesday to Thursday 10am-8pm,
Fridays 10am-6pm, Saturdays
10am-5pm – call 020 8356 4351.
Stamford Hill
Order and collect, bookable PC
use, browsing and study space.
Monday to Thursday 9am-8pm,
Fridays 9am-6pm, Saturdays 9-5,
Sundays 1-5pm – call 020 8356
1708.
Stoke Newington
Order and collect, bookable PC
use, browsing and study space.
Monday to Thursday 10am-8pm,
Fridays 10am-6pm, Saturdays
10am-5pm – call 020 8356 5235.
Woodberry Down
Not yet open – opening soon.
You can email libraries@hackney.
gov.uk to request stock and book
PCs, study spaces and browsing
slots for any of the above
libraries.
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Dear colleague,

Calling Hackney residents aged 50 and over - tell us your story!
Following the success of our Windrush and Diversity
storytelling projects, we are running a final ‘Stories of
a Hackney Generation’ project at the Connect Hackney
media group.
We will be producing a commemorative booklet and
audio recordings about Hackney’s older residents and
local communities.
If you are aged 50+, we’d love to hear your story. We are
keen to capture stories from the past and the present day
as well as thoughts about the future. Our themes for this
year’s project are:

• Older people’s experiences during the pandemic.

Including positive aspects of surviving the
pandemic and lessons learnt from a historical event.

• Community and the importance of being connected.
• Staying connected during COVID using technology,
from the telephone to WhatsApp to Zoom.
• What elders continue to contribute to family &
friends and to the community from lived experience.
• Intergenerational relationships during the
pandemic – how have younger people helped out?
• Living history – your stories from the past to the
present and thoughts about the future.

Be interviewed for the audio recordings or commemorative booklet, research and write an
article, or write your own story.
Full training and support provided by our friendly team. No previous experience needed.
You do have a story to tell and we would love to hear it!
We will launch the booklet and recordings at a special event in 2022!
Storytelling, interviewing and writing sessions take place online and or by phone
October – December 2021.
For more information or to get involved, please contact:
Zelina, tel: 020 7923 1962 e: zelina@connecthackney.org.uk
Kind regards,
Matt Bray
Communications Director
Hackney CVS/Connect Hackney
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Let us unite in
A Brave New World
In the UK’s Future
In which we serve
These Islands of ours that have stood the test of time now awaken in my heart a stirring of unease.
We have drifted apart and do nothing but squabble amongst ourselves.
We are on a new ship in our own seas.
Now we must find that optimism, inventiveness, and curiosity that united us and sent those explorers into the unknown, to find and discover new and original ideas.
We have learned now from the past, of their many mistakes. Their shame we must also bear.
But let us all go forward together now and embrace each other’s much diverse strength in our
unique multi-cultural society.
Using all our talents to recreate and reinvent.
Let me be frank, let us not think of disaster, for we could be on the verge of Triumph now.
We must not give into the muddle through brigade; let us shake ourselves and rise above the
common path and seek that trail that leads to a heart that beats for us all, in a shared place of equal
success, that inspires us to reach for the ultimate.
But giving just to only a few individuals, defeats our goal, so more for the many.
Like an abundance of butterflies in our hearts, with the fluttering of wings and blowing sails.
As the sun rises over the depths of the ocean and sunsets in the wilds of Africa; competition is
fierce, as struggling turtles and wild wilder- beasts run.
Awakening, as the sleepiness fades away from the Lion’s eyes.
He must be wary and vigilant, ready to seize the opportune moments that arise.
So, awaken our senses also and strengthen our sinews by grasping the prise.
Then nobly hold it up to all, within each one reach, of free enterprise.
And the Vultures wait.
C H Daniel 29-30-31 12- 20 final version 4 Happy New Year
The format recommended and set out by Tanya Abromavich
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Journey through Darkness with
Glimmers of Light
by C H Daniel
In 2013 I was at a loose end and
my general health was low, I
had just lost my middle brother
I was now on my own, but I was
fortunate though in the fact that
I had some wonderful friends.
I was also in contact with my
eldest brother in Holland. Yet I
was still struggling with the art of
communication through speech.
I had started trying to write
poetry again as way of reaching
out. But I have never had any
confidence in my work. I have
never really tried to get any of
my work published. My mental
illness wants me to stay quiet if I
raise my head above the crowd
it’s paranoia.
This is the situation then in
which I stood. It seemed like
one step forward three steps
back. I knew in my mind I had
to do something - it was around
this time I had some therapy
with Mind, a whole year of
counselling, then some CBT
‘cognitive behavioural therapy.’
By 2015 I felt I was ready and
asked to be referred to Core Arts
where I joined the choir and
met fellow sufferers, many who
were artists, poets or musicians.
It was a hub of activity. I felt I
belonged and did a song writing
course – it was the beginning of
a long journey out of darkness. I
fared well there and progressed
and I also volunteered on the
desk. All this is relevant but
bouts of paranoia always held
me back and would undo my
progress. People would say,’ you
are improving,’ then they would
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get confused when I regressed.
Unfortunately this is the way of
the illness.
On the basis of these experiences
being part of Core Arts was
beneficial from 2015 until now
2021. I was also to proceed
with the beginning of my
first association with Connect
Hackney. It was also in 2015
when it had just begun to
operate. I received my first
Hackney Senior magazine in the
post. And through its pages I

noticed an advert for the Older
People’s Media group. It was
asking for volunteers who were
over fifty to join and contribute
to the magazine and write on
a variety of topics, concerned
with over fifties in a multicultural
Hackney.
Diversity was the key, to write
about all aspects of the local
community, inclusive of all ethnic
minorities, to help highlight the
problems of older residents in
isolation. I could see that it was a

unique opportunity for me, to do
some voluntary work and have a
voice in a good and worthwhile
cause.

articles and poetry for the
magazine. I was also involved
with a number of activities
concerning the funding of
charities. I also attended a basic
computer course. It was the
computer that started giving
me the most problems, and still
does. I think I have a phobia
of technology; it’s a problem I
am working on. Despite these
gremlins I feel I am making
progress with the friendly help
and encouragement from the
staff and members of Connect
Hackney.

This connection with the
magazine led me to The OPC
‘The Older People’s Committee,’
which I am now a member of
also. Before Covid19 the OPC
used to have meetings roughly
once a month. As I am rather
a shy person with an added
mental health problem, I found
the early meetings very difficult
in terms of getting myself
to talk or comment at these
Now everything is on zoom I
meetings. Despite these failings
am struggling again. I am at a
I was making progress with
encouraging help from the tutors crossroads now, for although I
have found the perfect ship to
and OPC members.
sail in with Connect Hackney,
During the many meetings
I am wary. I have gained
we had I felt I was growing in
experience yes and I have
confidence. I was now writing

learned many lessons, yet still, I
am too quiet in communicating.
Maybe now that I am looking
with wiser eyes. I will see and
find a calmer approach to the
problem and resolve it.
As regards to my participation
in Connect Hackney, my writing
for the magazine is going well.
It is the meetings on zoom that
I am failing at. I am finding it
hard to understand technical
jargon and a difficulty in coming
up with ideas at meetings. I
also find it difficult to join in the
conversation with others at the
meetings. I would be good at
doing some ground work as a
co-ordinator ringing members
up and arranging times and
dates for meetings face to face hopefully those times will return.

MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING SUPPORT
Core Arts promote positive mental health and wellbeing through creative learning. They are
running a full timetable of Covid-secure in-person creative courses at our centre and online zoom
courses ideal for those that are self-isolating or prefer distance learning.
Phone the office for more information 020 8533 3500 on how to become a member.

Hackney City Farm: For over 20 years Hackney City Farm has been giving the local community
the opportunity to experience farming right in the heart of the city. A trip to the farm is a therapy
in itself. Hackney City Farm, 1a Goldsmiths Row, London E2 8QATelephone 020 7729 6381
Email: farm@hackneycityfarm.co.uk

The Samaritans, if you need someone to talk to, the Samaritans will listen. They won’t judge or
tell you what to do.
Call 116 123 or email: jo@samaritans.org
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Connect Hackney’s Legacy
by Tony Wong
1st April saw Connect Hackney
enter its seventh year. Since
launching back in 2015,
Connect Hackney has funded
over 50 local voluntary
and community sector
organisations to deliver a
range of activities and services
for people aged 50 and over to
form new social connections
and feel connected to
their community.
Activities have included creative
activities such as gardening and
theatre production, to more
skills-based activities such as
digital inclusion courses which
have offered a lifeline to many
during the pandemic helping
people to remain connected, as
well as activities which simply
offer the opportunity to socialise
and have fun such as table tennis
or playing dominoes. But it’s not
all fun and games.
Our vision is for a Hackney
where no older person becomes
isolated or feels lonely. We were
fortunate to secure additional
funding from The National
Lottery Community allowing
Connect Hackney to continue
for one additional year, taking us
to March 2022 – but then what?
Back in 2018, we developed
our legacy plan setting out
how we could ensure we used
our influence to shift how
local partners such as Hackney
Council, or the NHS developed
policies, commissioned
services, or collaborated with
older people to create more
opportunities for older people
to stay connected. We had
four objectives:
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Objective 1: To embed the
learning from Connect Hackney
and the wider Ageing Better
programme in the voluntary and
community sector
How are we doing? We have
a range of reports from our
programme learning and
from our evaluation which
are listed on our website. We
promote these to voluntary and
community organisations via
a quarterly newsletter, and by
hosting learning events where
we create a space for sharing
and discussion. Last year we
hosted four online events, and
we have another two planned
for 2021/22.

this objective over the past
year as much of the focus has
been on the pandemic, but we
have committed ourselves to
supporting the Council deliver
its strategy, and its Age-friendly
commitment, and will continue
to use our influence for change
working with the NHS, and
potential corporate partners.

Objective 3: To improve
collaborative working across
Objective 2: To influence
the borough to create better
strategic partners with learning
pathways for socially isolated
from Connect Hackney and
older people to access wider
wider Ageing Better programmes programmes.
to deliver more effective services
How are we doing? A
to older people that reduce
longstanding issue across
social isolation.
Hackney has been finding
How are we doing? Our
out what services are on, and
biggest success has been our
how to access them. This isn’t
involvement in the design
just true for residents, but also
and development of Hackney
organisations providing services.
Council’s Ageing Well strategy,
The more that service providers
and the Council’s commitment
are aware of what’s available,
to become an Age-Friendly
the more they can make
borough. Our learning was able
referrals so that older people
to help shape the priorities
can take advantage of more
included in the strategy, which
opportunities. We will host a
has specific priorities around
collaboration workshop which
health and wellbeing, social
will bring voluntary and
and civic inclusion and respect,
community sector organisations
and public sector organisations
housing, and public spaces and
transport amongst others, which like the Council or the NHS
together to improve referral
are each crucial to supporting
pathways and support improved
people stay connected. It’s
collaborative working practices.
fair to say the pandemic has
hindered our progress against

Objective 4: To embed older
people input into statutory
decision-making structures.
How are we doing? We know
services work best when the
people they are designed for
are involved in in their design
and delivery. We call this process
coproduction, which is when
people who use services are
involved in decisions about
how they are run. For Connect
Hackney, we do coproduction
through our Older People’s
Committee (OPC), made up of
around 15 active older people
who help the Connect Hackney
deliver the programme; helping
us decide what to do, helping
us evaluate the programme,
and helping us to share our
learning through co-facilitating
our learning events, or attending
local meetings to talk about our
work. Members of our OPC are
now also members of various
committees and forums across
Hackney, helping to shape how
services are designed so they
work better for a broad diverse
range of older people who come
in all shapes and sizes.
Hopefully this provides you with
a bit more background to what
we’re aiming to achieve, and
how we are doing it. But if you
have any suggestions for how we
could do more, or would like to
be involved, then get in touch,
we’d love to hear from you.
You can email info@connect
hackney.org.uk and one of
the team will get back to you.
We also list opportunities on
the Connect Hackney website
connecthackney.org.uk
where you will also find more
information on our programme
learning, and the current
activities we fund and how to
sign-up.

The question of
mental health
Keeping one step ahead is the name of the game, that is the best
you can do under trying circumstances. The difference between
two steps forward and two steps back is the difference between
two thoughts - one positive and one negative. The problem
becomes crucial when you doubt your own judgement of the
truth. This leads to paranoia and voices. You start to believe in
irrational thoughts that make no sense to people around you.
You have a sense of great fear that someone is out to harm you.
A look or a word out of turn from someone can cause panic. So
calm and patience is necessary at all times.
The truth they say is always staring you in the face. It is facing
up to that truth that is part of the problem. You know there is
something wrong but you cannot seem to grasp the moment
to solve it. So it lingers and festers. You fall at the first hurdle
because of lack of confidence. Slowly you fall into the abyss,
then you enter a vicious circle. Once that circle has formed it
is very hard to break. You always have the answer there but it
wraps itself in a mist of fear and confusion. This of course builds
up over time to eat away at your confidence. Sometimes a set of
circumstances can trigger of a bout of paranoia, whereby a deep
seated problem already there, can lead to a psychotic attack.
Normally these problems start early in childhood and usually
go unnoticed by adults at the time. Quietness is put down to
shyness in children and not taken as unusual. This quietness
is the first sign of a problem. Conversation is the key, as a lack
of it can cause serious consequences in later life. When I was
in secondary school I used to walk around the playground
aimlessly on my own, no one talking to me because I was
voiceless. Ironically, later in life I spoke to my brothers about it
and tragically they said the same. My middle brother sometimes
spent most of his time in his bedroom talking to no one for years.
My eldest brother left the UK and found a better life in Holland.
He found someone who accepted him despite his quietness.
Animal life they say is about fierce competition of survival. Man
claims we have friendly competition that is why we are human.
But who has killed the most and for what reasons. We hold the key
in our hearts, but we turn it the wrong way in our minds. A social
conscience should be trained early in youth, but not a competition
of elitism, but teamwork. We should all be valued equally in worth.
If a child in class is feeling undervalued they will not flower and all
good gardeners would want all their flowers to blossom.
Give me the voices of children and I would fill them with the
words of song. Then singing from their hearts would find where
they belong.
C. H. Daniel 27-04-21
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ST MARY’S AND EASTERN CURVE
Members of the Connect Hackney media group have been enjoying summer socials at St Mary’s Secret
Garden in Pearson St, E2 8EL, and at the Easter Curve Garden, 13 Dalston Lane, London E8 3DF. Both gardens
provide an oasis of calm and a safe space. At St Mary’s you can buy plants and produce on Tuesday mornings,
while at Eastern Curve you can enjoy the teas, coffees and home made cakes from the cafe.
Current opening times. Eastern Curve – Opening times for September 2021 are: Sunday & Monday:
2-8pm. Tuesday: 2-7pm (last entry 6pm). Tuesday: 7-11pm Woodburner Music programme in the evening.
Wednesday – Saturday: 2-10pm.
St Mary’s – Are open for socially distanced plant sales on Tuesdays 10am – 1pm.
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Travel guide

Douro’s valley visit
by Ana Ageletti
Sometimes when I visit Portugal
I enjoy very much going on
a trip by boat or train from
Porto to Pinhão. Moving slowly
through and along the river it is
difficult not to stop for regular
appreciation of the landscape
which is awesome. The glistening
valleys along the river Douro have
a natural and unusual beauty with
the vineyards hanging off the hills
and the winding roads towards
Pinhão. One feels very happy and
relaxed looking at the calm and
beautiful scenery.
Each vineyard displays the name
of the respective house of the
port wine producer e.g. Taylor,
Croft, Sandeman etc. During my

journeys I had the opportunity
to stop and taste the different
varieties of port vine and eat
scrumptious regional dishes.

On my return to Porto I love
watching the fading shadow
of the city’s cable car moving
above.

Hackney Marshes
by Antoinette Gardener
I live close to Hackney Marshes
and go for my walk there.
The Lea Navigational Canal
attracts ducks and herons.
There are barges that people
live on. The waterways were
once used for transporting
barley, bricks, timber and coal
between the Thames docks
and Hertfordshire. The canal
pathway is usually busy during
the weekend and Hackney
Council are now building an
extra pathway for people to
walk on.
The Marshes have sports
facilities and activities which
usually take place at the
weekends.
14 | May 2020

It is also ideal for weddings,
meetings and events, both
indoors and outdoors.

The famous Match Box toy
factory building once stood
there which closed in 1990.

Lea Navigational Canal from Antoinette Gardener

Tivoli
by Alessandro Ageletti
On holiday in Italy Rome is a
must place to visit. But on a
summer day it can be hard to
bear the heat and the confusion
of this metropolitan city. You
feel the need to find an escape
route for the day and the most
convenient place is Tivoli.
Tivoli is an hour`s bus ride from
Rome and with its magnificent

fountains and villas offer the
best respite possible.
The entrance fee is 10 euros for
the day. This includes visiting
Villa d`Este, its courtyard,
gardens and numerous
fountains. The villa has some of
the most magnificent paintings;
each hall with its own theme.

The Hall of Noah, the Hall of
Moses, the Hall of Venus are
some of them. The courtyard
leading to the gardens and the
fountains offer a splendid sight
and a welcome freshness even
on a hot day ideal for a picnic
with the family and taking the
most remarkable pictures.

Covid-19 will not stop our holidays
by Ebenezer Olusoji Amusan

As a result of the pandemic,
holidaying abroad is
prohibited by government.
But that should not stop us
from taking our families out
as there are cities and places
in the UK where we can have
our desired pleasure. One such
city is Middleton.
Middleton is a town in the
metropolitan borough of
Rochdale, Greater Manchester.

It is about five miles north
east of Manchester. It is about
4 hours drive from London
and almost one hour by flight
from Heathrow.
Interesting features include:

Accommodations
• Hotels including traditional
ones with landscape
gardens.
Please see photos of various
landmarks in Middleton.

• S tate of the art gymnasium
• Nine hole mini golf course
• Indoor and outdoor heated
swimming pools
• Health and fitness centre
• Children’s crèche, etc.
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Harold Rubin, 1927- December 2020
by Matt Bray
In January 2019 I received an email from Harold Rubin. It read:

Hi,
I picked up Hackney Senior at my surgery last week.
Very impressed with it.
I live alone in Hackney, have been a resident for
about 30 years. My London restaurant was in nearby
Islington, my most recent venture, Rivington Gallery
was in Hackney 1997-2010.
The attached article may be of interest to your
readers and the follow up of advising them on
eating and entertaining my be useful.
Thanks for your interest.
Harold Rubin

So began my correspondence
with Harold who would go on to
become one of our most regular
writers, sharing recipes and
healthy cooking tips as well as
his views on all things culinary.
In a pre-Christmas edition
of Hackney Senior he wrote,
‘Chickens are boring, turkeys are
dry, duck is greasy and geese
are costly!’
In other articles, Harold
campaigned against age
discrimination and in an article
titled ‘Ageism Strikes Again’
he wrote:
If I am as old as I feel, it varies
from day to day. However, I do
not believe I am as old as my
years which are 92. The mind still
functions and the body follows
behind.
The recent blow to my ego
regarding age was when I tried to
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adopt a cat. My sweet Misia had
died at the good age of 20. I waited
a bit and then looked on line for a
rescue cat. I had raised a number
of kittens in the past including
Misia, but this time I believed a
mature cat might be easier for
me. I saw photographs of several
tempting pusses and began the
application pursuit. There are
numerous agencies including the
two best known ones; I tried them
all. I spent more than two months
in my attempts and experienced
painful rejections.
Finally I was accepted by a young
woman who kept rescue cats and
agreed to let me have one. On a
stormy day I travelled to Norwood
and collected Gemmo, see his
photo. As a great companion he
is worth all the effort and he does
not mind my age in relation to his,
a mere 3 years old.

Harold also featured in our
Commemorative Booklet and
film celebrating the Diversity of
Hackney. This article is reprinted
in his memory opposite.
I visited Harold at his home in
Worship Street shortly before his
death. Despite having recently
come out of hospital, he had
cooked an apple strudel which
we enjoyed with freshly roasted
coffee. We spoke of all things,
from politics to the pandemic
and he was in good spirits as
ever. Afterwards he emailed:
Hi Matt,
Gemmo apologizes for being
so unfriendly when you visited.
He has his off days when he
does not feel social, even to
me. Attached is the article for
Hackney Senior.
Best, Harold

Harold’s original article from the Connect Hackney Diversity book.

“

I experienced some pretty awful things
as a child, which is unfortunately
what one is seeing here now – with
attacking people and being abusive
and insulting.”

Harold – living life to the full
Harold Rubin, born in 1927 in New York City, lives in Shoreditch and remains an active cook,
host, writer and entrepreneur
Childhood
My family – my father had been a clothing
manufacturer, really successful, although he’d been
an immigrant to the States. Unfortunately, in my
early childhood his health went and he became an
invalid, but fortunately there was enough money
to support us.
We lived at the top of the Bronx in an area that
wasn’t very welcoming to Jews when we first
moved in there. I experienced some pretty awful
things as a child, which is unfortunately what one
is seeing here now – with attacking people and
being abusive and insulting.
I was not a very happy child and when I was an
infant my parents got a wonderful housekeeper
who raised me. I was tied to Margaret’s apron
strings – she was a black lady from the American
South and she was a wonderful cook and she
pampered me, so I never ate a hamburger until I
was 20 years old! She taught me how to cook and I
never stopped.

Adulthood
I came to London to live in September of 1970. I had
left New York two years before to live on the island

of Madeira. It did not work out, parted with the lady I
lived with and did not wish to return to the States.
I had started working for myself at 17. I have had
several careers – as an interior and architectural
designer, then an art gallery owner and director,
part-time journalist, then back to designer. I am
a born entrepreneur. I got fortunately involved in
the arts from a very early age. I got to know some
very well-known people which was a great step
up to doing the work I did. And I probably had
more courage than brains in doing exactly what
I wanted whenever I wanted. I’ve also quit when
I was bored. I have always done cooking and in
London it became a career as a restaurateur and
then another art gallery. You can do quite a lot if
you start at 17 and reach 92.

Changes
The changes are incredible and they go on from
week to week. This has become such a fashionable
trendy neighbourhood, but where have the people
gone that used to live here – that used to pay
cheap rents? I can imagine since this building has
existed for nearly 200 years, what it used to cost
to live here compared to what it costs now. Where
are those people? Where are they driven to and
Continued overleaf...
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... continued from overleaf
what are they doing? Think of
the enormous number of people
who live in London and are
homeless.
The big buildings, you wonder if
anybody actually lives in them,
you never see anybody. Living
here and seeing changes in
personality – mostly there are
young working people, you don’t
see family life, you don’t see

children. Most of these buildings
aren’t even suitable to raise
children in.
Smithfield’s disappeared. The
supermarkets have taken all that
away. Thanks to supermarkets all
these individuals that used to be
so good at serving people have
been driven out of business.
Every individual butcher I’ve
used apart from Porterford’s near

Saint Paul’s have just gone and
fishmongers went before that.
I have never liked pizza – I think
it’s an inferior horrible food!
I’ve never eaten in McDonald’s,
I’ve never eaten Kentucky Fried
Chicken. I admit to being a
terrible snob, but I will work
very hard, I will spend four hours
making a meal, I will spend three
days preparing for a party!

Profile on Latin American
Women’s Aid
Latin American Women’s Aid runs the only
refuges in Europe and in the UK by and for Latin
American women and children fleeing genderbased violence. They also offer holistic and
intersectional services, providing everything a
Black and Minoritised woman needs to recover
from abuse and live empowered lives.
LAWA welcome women of all abilities, from any
cultural context, ethnicity, social class, religion,

and sexuality. We are
proud to be bisexual,
lesbian, queer, and trans
women inclusive.
In Hackney they reopened their offices on 2nd
of August. To protect the health and wellbeing
of both service users and staff, they are only
taking pre-booked face-to-face appointments.
To book one, please call 02072750321

Tai Chi
Tai Chi is a Chinese movement and meditation
practice that supports your health and calms
and centres your mind. It has been proven to
improve balance, bone density and lower blood
pressure through gentle, low impact exercise.
The style of T’ai Chi that we teach is the Yang
Short Form, otherwise called the Cheng Manch’ing form.
There are a number of beginners classes around
Hackney, please check the website or call the
mobile for times and locations.
https://www.betweenthemarshestaichi.com
Redmond on 07812 356 415
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Tuition is £40 per month, or £30 concessions,
which includes up to 3 classes per week.

What’s on in Hackney for over 50s?
Activities and events are free unless otherwise stated. Listings are correct at the time of going to
press. Many groups have more activities than we can list so call them for more info.
Made In Hackney

Joy Yoga

Made in Hackney opened
its doors in 2012 as the UK’s
first fully vegan community
cookery school and charity. We
collaborate with communities
to showcase and develop skills,
knowledge and inspiration to
grow, cook and eat more plants.
(www. madeinhackney.org) The
community cookery classes are
free because they are funded.
Donations are also welcome. If
new to Made in Hackney, please
let us know if you are a resident
of Hackney and if you have any
food allergies. Classes are held
both online and face to face.

We offer 32 yoga classes
each week online via zoom.
Gentle Yoga is on Zoom on
Wednesdays at 10.30-11.45am
and it’s suitable for over 50s.
It’s donation-based and the
minimum online donation is
£5 but if that isn’t affordable,
email Joy Yoga to sort out
something else.
The schedule and booking is
here: https://www.joy.yoga/
kundalini-classes
For any inquiries, best to email:
info@joy.yoga.

Email classes@madeinhackney.
Call 0208442 4266 https://
madeinhackney.org/

Redmond, teaches Tai Chi, see
page 18.

Hoxton Health
Hoxton Health is open
again, offering Osteopathy;
Acupuncture and a toenail
cutting service.

We offer subsidised complementary therapies for older
people to help with pain and mobility. Please call Jackie or
Marie on 0207 739 2533 to book an appointment.

Our clinics are by appointment
only – we can also offer home
visits for toenail cutting for
people who cannot get out of
the house

Toe Nail Cutting £15 (all) plus
one off payment of £8.50 for a
reusable toenail cutting kit

Our main clinic is at St Leonards
Hospital, 2nd floor, Nuttall
Street, N1 5LZ. Our premises are
accessible by lift.
We also offer a toenail cutting
service from:
Nightingale Practice,
10 Kenninghall Rd,
Lower Clapton,
London E5 8BY

Prices
If you are aged under 60
Acupuncture is £36 and
Osteopathy is £30.00

Acupuncture / Osteopathy initial consultation £36
Ongoing appointments If you are aged 70 or over
Acupuncture is £25.00 and
Osteopathy is £18
If you are aged 60 - 70
Acupuncture is £30 and
Osteopathy £22.00
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If you aren’t in immediate danger, but wish
to report domestic abuse to the police,
telephone 101.

AGE UK EAST LONDON
The Age UK phone line 020 89817124 is now
open from 9am – 6pm 7 days a week.

SISTAH SPACE
Works with African heritage women and girls
who have experienced domestic or sexual abuse.
Call 07951 826 878

If you need advice or support, Age UK will help
you or signpost you to a relevant person or
organisation.

National Domestic Abuse Helpline
Freephone 24 hour Helpline number is:
0808 2000 247

BIKUR CHOLIM
Provides talking therapies for the Charedi
community. Call 020 8800 7575
CITIZENS ADVICE FREEPHONE NUMBER /
FOODBANK 0808 2082138
If you can’t afford food, you can call 0808
2082138 for free to speak to a trained and
independent Citizens Advice agent.
The freephone helpline is open Monday to Friday,
10am to 5pm. You’ll be able to talk to an agent
confidentially about your circumstances and if
needed they’ll issue you with a food bank voucher.
City of London Social Services
Call 0207 606 3030 and ask for Adult Social Care.
DEMENTIA SUPPORT SERVICES
Alzheimer’s Society City and Hackney
020 8533 0091
City and Hackney Carers Service 020 8533 0951
Homerton Hospital Lead Nurse Dementia Care
020 8510 5555
DERMAN
Provides talking therapies for the Turkishspeaking community. Call 020 7613 5944

NHS 111
If you have an urgent medical problem and
you’re not sure what to do, call 111. NHS 111 is
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
If you have difficulties hearing or communicating,
you can use the NHS 111 service through a
textphone by calling 18001 111.
Pharmacies
help accessing prescriptions
If you need prescriptions or medications, ask
family, friends or trusted neighbours who
are able to collect your medicines from the
pharmacy and bring them to you.
If you don’t have support, contact your local
pharmacy to arrange for your prescription to
be delivered.
If you are unable to get through to the pharmacy,
call 020 8356 3111 to speak to Volunteer Centre
Hackney who will arrange a volunteer to collect
and deliver your prescription.
The Samaritans
If you need urgent help, you can call The
Samaritans – they offer a safe place for you to
talk at any time. They will listen to you and talk
through your anxieties and concerns

DOMESTIC ABUSE – HOW TO GET HELP
In an emergency, call 999. If it’s not safe for you
to speak aloud, you can make silent phone calls
to the police by dialling 999 and pressing 55
when prompted.

Tel: 116 123 (Free call)

Deaf, hard of hearing or speech impaired. In
case of an emergency, call the 999 textphone
on 18000.

For older people providing fee confidential
information, friendship and advice Open
24 hours a day, every day of the year.

The Silver Line
Need help? Call ANYTIME ON:
0800 470 80 90

